Duo Show

Dare to dream!
Everything starts with a dream. To light a spark in the hearts and minds of your
guests you first need a dream. So, what if you could get your dreams made to
order? Just like that – tailored to your particular needs and objectives and delivered straight to your event. With Marée flyingarts you can: flying artists, roaring drums, elves, rockets… It’s all in a day’s work for us. Go on, challenge us!

Fantastic, gravity-defying stunts in lofty
heights. A symbiosis of physical strength,
artistic perfection and aesthetics.
Enchant your audiences with the magical
world of Marée flyingarts and its
award-winning artists.

We can offer you:
▪▪ Integration of your logo,
brand colours or products
▪▪ Flexibility in show format
and length
▪▪ Individually tailored
performances to suit your event
▪▪ Mobile equipment that enables
us to perform at venues without
rigging point
▪▪ Performance on a stage or
in any location
▪▪ Professional handling of all
technical installations
▪▪ An unforgettable highlight for
trade fairs, events or roadshows

To transform reality into a magical dream…
… you need experienced professionals working behind the scenes. What is true for ballet
applies to all the arts: effortless beauty and grace is the result of talent combined with hard
work, relentless practice and experience. Creating magic is a focused and highly structured
process. So, don’t leave the success of your event to chance. Let us vouch for it with our name
and with over 10 years of experience in staging shows and events in Germany and beyond.
Request our show portfolio and references.

Additional options
Book Marée flyingarts together with our awe-inspiring taiko drummers.
The rolling thunder of giant Japanese drums touches the essence of your soul.
It will inspire and amaze your guests – and leave them talking about you and
your event for a long time!
An exceptional event highlight guaranteed to leave audiences spellbound.

Ask for our show portfolio or visit

www.maree-shows.com
for more information.

Giant water drum

